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AbstrAct: This article approaches Engineering Requirements 
concepts and proposes the use of cognitive maps as support 
to the problem identification of the stakeholders during the 
requirements elicitation process. It presents a case study 
of the aerospace cluster of São José dos Campos, State of 
São Paulo. The cognitive map technique was developed to 
represent the views of the individuals, generating cognitive 
maps, which, in an aggregated way, express graphically the 
collective vision to support the decision-making process. 
Applied to Engineering Requirements, it has revealed the 
potential to promote the convergence of different points of view 
on the actual stakeholders’ needs in innovative fashion. This 
technique has demonstrated effectiveness when approaching 
the stated requirements early in the development process 
implemented throughout the life cycle of the system/product.

Keywords: Cognitive map, Engineering Requirements, 
Decision making, Knowledge representation.
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IntroductIon 

Engineering Requirements (ER) emphasizes the use of 
systems and techniques that ensure the completeness, consistency, 
and relevance of the system requirements (Sommerville 2006). 
It is a comprehensive area for product development, especially 
software, which has proven a sensible growth resulting from 
the valuation requirement, and it is an essential element of the 
development process (Martins 2001).

The main phase of the product development cycle is the 
survey of stakeholder’s needs, in which the problems are identified 
involving them and the developers. Most difficulties are associated 
with the understanding among these individuals, being the 
developers responsible for the elicitation of the requirements 
of the future product. It is common to find rework, schedule 
delays, changed costs, and dissatisfaction on both sides, caused 
by a deficiency in the elicitation phase requirements. During 
the validation phase, developers confirm that the specified 
requirements correspond to the stakeholders’ demands and their 
real needs. Revisions and checklists, as techniques to support 
the validation process, are performed. The requirements will 
be reviewed, and the problems, identified and remedied.

Some common problems are (Kotonya and Sommerville 1998):
•	 Lack of compliance with quality standards
•	 Poorly designed, ambiguous, and confusing requirements.
•	 Errors in the system model 
•	 Conflicts between the requirements, which have not 

been detected and treated in the analysis phase
The detailed analysis phase allows obtaining the complete 

awareness of the problems and the most important requirements, 
although there is the possibility of changes over the development 
process, demanding intense interaction in the process to impact 
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as little as possible the activity of later stages. Structuring 
the decision-making environment to identify problems of 
aeronautical products that developers face — during the 
requirements gathering with stakeholders — was highly 
motivating because we glimpse the possibility of creating a 
scenario that would allow extracting a model to minimize the 
deficiencies that generally occur at this stage. 

The cognitive map is a very useful tool to structure problems 
in decision-making processes (Gomes et al. 2010) as well as to 
organize and represent knowledge (Novak and Cañas 2008). 
The survey of requirements for product development demands 
effective representation of knowledge in order to not produce 
errors throughout the development cycle. Santos et al. (2011) 
reported that the cognitive map has been widely applied in 
various types of problems: academic, environmental, research 
project management and others. 

The issue addressed in this paper is focused on the difficulty  
in solving problems related to the elicitation of knowledge during the 
survey of requirements for product development targeted at 
the aerospace sector in São José dos Campos, State of São Paulo. The 
cognitive maps were used for the structuring of knowledge in 
order to identify the problems that occur in the elicitation of 
requirements for product development. A cognitive map lends 
itself to the detection of problems, profiles, and requirements 
for product development in general.

The development of targeted products for aerospace is 
complex, and cognitive maps, in such contexts, serve to assist in 
the elicitation of issues and problem convergence points 
in the development cycle of these products, particularly 
the requirements definition. The study was directed to the 
Aerospace Cluster at São José dos Campos. This sector is 
the most contributing to the Gross Internal Product (GIP) 
of the city, and it is important to assess the applicability of 
the tool in unconventional products. The GIP of São José 
dos Campos is the largest in the Paraíba Valley and northern 
coast region, the eighth largest in the State of São Paulo and 
occupies the 19th nationwide position. The industrial sector, 
a predominant feature in the city, accounts for 70.52% of the 
total municipal economic profitability. São José dos Campos 
is an important technopole of ordnance, metallurgy and home 
to the largest aerospace complex in Latin America (Agoravale 
2012). The city has great participation in foreign trade, being 
the second largest municipal exporter of manufactured 
products of Brazil. The Embraer Company appears as one 
of the main exporters of São José dos Campos.

The aim of this study was to demonstrate the efficiency 
of cognitive maps as a support to ER for identification and 
problem structuring associated with surveys of requirements 
in the development of products for the aerospace sector.

Methodology

Regarding the preparation and analysis of the maps, we 
followed the theories and recommendations described in the 
literature published by the authors Ensslin and Montibeller.

Initially, an individual approach was carried out through 
interviews with each decision maker separately. The interviews 
were conducted in a neutral environment for both the decision 
makers and the facilitator, lasting between 60 and 90 minutes. 
Besides the interviews, additional information was requested 
to the suppliers about the description of the main difficulties 
faced by them concerning aerospace products in clustered 
environment in the city of São José dos Campos. It was asked 
to all decision makers to establish label(s) to the relevant 
problem(s), with total freedom of expression.

The interviews took place in an atmosphere of spontaneity, 
collaboration, and trust in everyone involved. The facilitators, 
taking into account the issues and the environment in which 
the cognitive process was carried out, concluded that:

•	 Freedom of expression and informality contributed 
greatly to the rapid development of the work

•	 During initial interviews, it was necessary to refocus in 
order to keep the line of reasoning in the issues raised 
by decision makers

The hypothesis is that the cognitive maps lend themselves to 
improve the survey of process requirements, identifying impactful 
problems. The understanding of the systematic development 
was confirmed, as it was possible to identify and structure the 
difficulties encountered during the requirements elicitation process. 

theoretIcal FoundatIon
engineering requirements

The purpose of ER is to capture, analyze, validate, and refine 
requirements for the development of a system using tools that 
assist in the identification and management of requirements 
detailing process. 

There are dictated guidelines for ER, such as the Electronic 
Industries Alliance standard (ANSI 632) and that of the Institute 
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of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE 1220-2005), 
among others. 

The requirements are attributes of a system to identify the 
capacity and quality factors that prove the usefulness of the 
product to the customer or user (Young 2004). The classification 
of ER can be: 

•	 Business: line product/system for the stakeholder’s 
business goals

•	 High-level: reveals the stakeholders’ vision and is 
described in their language

•	 Function: defines the functions that the system/product 
should meet

•	 Performance: defines the performance standard required 
by the customer

•	 Interface: defines the operability standard
•	 Verification and validation: defines the degree of 

compliance with the stakeholders’ requests
The requirements specification comprises the list of features 

that stakeholders wish to see implemented in the system. The 
specification is developed using the stakeholder’s language. It 
is necessary that the requirements submitted for analysis are 
translated into technical language (low level), expressing the 
role of each component of the system to meet the stakeholders’ 
needs (Azevedo Junior and Campos 2008).

The ER process consists of four main steps: survey and 
elicitation, analysis and negotiation, modeling, and validation. 
These steps occur iteratively and recursively due to changes 
that occur during the development process, as can be seen in 
the spiral model shown in Fig. 1.

The requirements which are translated from the original 
form to technical jargon are called “transferred requirements”; 

in the case of new requirements, they will be called “derived 
requirements”. The characteristics of the requirements are:

•	 Traceability: checking and validation of the low-level 
requirements, identifying the service for client’s 
requests

•	 Evolution: changes over detailing and change of status 
at each new modification, making the requirement 
defined, approved, allocated, designed, implemented, 
tested, and verified

•	 Allocation: requirements must be allocated where they 
are needed in the system

Requirements analysis consists of activities to fulfill the 
initial phase of the system’s life cycle. The following activities 
are part of this phase (Kotonya and Sommerville 1998).

Identification and Survey Requirements 
In this phase, it is carried out the extraction of requirements 

through consultations with stakeholders, as well as of documents, 
domain knowledge, and market studies. The activities involved 
include:

•	 Understanding of the domain: effective communication 
between the developer and the stakeholders

•	 Capture: extraction of the desired requirements through 
interaction with stakeholders

•	 Identification and analysis of problems: joint description 
of problems and solutions

Analysis and Negotiation of Requirements 
The detailing and analysis activity may be rejected or 

accepted. It is possible to use description of use cases based on 
templates that list the relevant information required for each 

Figure 1. Spiral Engineering Requirements process (Alves 2007).
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user (Kulak and Guiney 2000). Some of the activities involved 
in requirements analysis include:

•	 Rating: grouping requirements in “modules” to facilitate 
global vision of the desired operation of the system

•	 Conflict resolution: resolving conflicts in the requirements 
found during the identification of the same process

•	 Prioritization: assignment of “priority” to each requirement.
•	 Confirmation: confirmation of completeness, consistency, 

and validity with stakeholders
González et al. (2007) suggest the decomposition of goals 

from business models trees that will guide the extraction of 
requirements while maintaining alignment with the business 
strategy of the institution. 

Modeling the Requirements 
Specification and documentation formalize the requirements 

accepted at a level of appropriate detail. In all specification types, 
there are two kinds of requirements:

•	 Functional requirements: describe the features that one 
would expect for the system to operate fully and consistently, 
meeting the purposes for which it was developed

•	 Non-functional requirements: describe the non-functional 
aspects of the system, such as restrictions in which the 
system must operate, or its emergent properties. They are 
divided into non-functional utility, confidence, performance, 
support, and scalability

The specification results in the requirements specification 
document include a combination of requirements of the several 
stakeholders. The usefulness of this document can vary, as each 
one involved in the process (Kotonya and Sommerville 1998; 
Sommerville 2006):

•	 Customers: confirm the completeness and request changes
•	 Managers: budget the planning and the development system
•	 Development engineers: understand the system that 

is being developed
•	 Test engineers: design and implement tests for validation
•	 Maintenance engineers: understand the system and 

the interdependence of its parts

Validation of Requirements 
At this stage of validation, the specified requirements are 

checked and confirmed by decision makers in order to perfectly 
reflect the stakeholder’s requests. Reviews and checklists assist in 
the implementation of the validation process, which involves all 
stakeholders in order to identify the description of problems and 

ambiguities. Completed this phase, it is possible to admit that there 
is a leveling of knowledge related to system requirements, although 
modifications may be required throughout the development process 
(Alves 2007). The identification and analysis of requirements is 
an iterative process that begins with the familiarization with the 
domain of the future system and culminates in confirmation 
requirements by increasing the understanding level of the system 
at every stage of the development cycle. The management of the 
requirements deals with the control of environmental changes 
throughout the development. The requirements specification 
precedes the scoping and cost estimates as well as timelines, so 
obviously the changes in the requirements basis cause impacts 
and provide the critical situations in the project. The requirements 
are continuously changing, either by incomplete definition of 
the problem addressed prior to completion of the requirements 
document or by changes in the requirements during the project, 
due to technological developments or due to the organization 
changes in which it will be used. 

The resolution of conflicts between the requirements seeks 
balance in meeting the needs of different stakeholders. Planning is 
an important part of the requirements management. The policies for 
the aspects described next shall be defined at the outset of the project:

•	 Change management: a set of procedures to assess the 
cost and impact of the changes

•	 Treatment of requirements: procedures for processing 
requirements iteratively throughout the system’s 
development cycle

The requirements validation activity culminates in the 
requirements document, which has the contract value in the form 
of client-supplier “service-level agreement”. This document 
will guide all efforts of the following stages of the product’s 
life cycle. It should be objective and clear to avoid rework, 
cost increases, and implementation effort. The identification of 
system characteristics has as main difficulty the communication 
factor. Roger Pressmann (2006) illustrates this problem with a 
statement from a client to an analyst: “I know you believe that 
you understand what you think, I said, but I’m not sure we 
realize that what you heard is not what I meant”. 

cognitive mAp
The methods of problem structuring emerged in the 1980s, 

in order to reduce the difficulties and limitations inherent to 
the use of quantitative tools available for operational research 
(Mingers and Rosenhead 2004; Rosenhead 2006; Mingers 2011; 
Ackermann 2012).
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Several methods of problem structuring appeared to 
support the lifting process and representation of the views of 
those involved in a particular problem, in search of a consensus 
to improve the negotiation and decision-making processes 
(Manso et al. 2015). 

The Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA) 
(Ackermann et al. 1989, 2002, 2010) is a method of structuring 
and problem identification (Ackermann et al. 2004). The cognitive 
map is one of the SODA tools whose purpose is to identify and 
elucidate problematic situations through a record of concepts 
and their meanings, in a hierarchical structure, grouping them 
according to similarities in individual’s views (Ackermann et 
al. 2002; Ackermann 2012).

According to Cossette and Audet (1992), cognitive maps are 
graphical expressions of speeches made   by individuals or groups 
of individuals in order to demonstrate objects in contexts of 
particular interactions. The graphical representation is the result 
of mental interpretation of the individual’s viewpoints captured 
through conversations with stakeholders about a particular 
problem. The facilitator should remain neutral throughout 
the discursive-reflective-recursive process, in order to not 
interfere in the map development, although the total neutrality 
is virtually impossible. This is because the facilitator needs 
to interpret and build events based on his concepts of values   
and subjective view. In the cognitive approach, the problem 
is identified, detailed and analyzed through an interaction 
process between the facilitator and the stakeholders, in search 
of a precise definition, admitting the intersubjectivity of the 
individual or group. Thus, cognitive maps can be used to 
resolve conflicts of views in the requirements of the systems 
development process and are shown to be very useful both as 
a product and as a tool. These maps have dynamic character 
and are adjusted to each change requested by stakholders.

Ackermann et al. (2004) suggest that the cognitive map 
can be built through transcripts of interviews as well as other 
documents for review and understanding of the information. 
Iederan et al. (2011) recommend that the transcripts of the 
interviews are analyzed based on five dimensions: organization, 
processes, causes, consequences, and obstacles. 

According to Cossette and Audet (1992), the components 
of cognitive maps can be:

•	 Identity: determination of the key of the problem 
(events, processes, and actors)

•	 Categorization: definition of scales and profiles revealing 
the relationships between the entities

•	 Cause or reasoning: presentation of alternatives to change 
the status or position on the map (argument lines)

Cognitive maps can be: 
•	 Organizational: collective map that represents a support 

tool for organizational actions
•	 Individual: individual map, isolated, used for the 

construction of collective maps

Construction of Individual Cognitive Map
The construction of a cognitive map depends on two factors: 
•	 Initial approach by the facilitator, demonstrating empathy
•	 Establishment of a negotiation process
Interviews should be spontaneous, with the interviewed 

exposing his viewpoints and all information about the problem. 
This is because the body language and reactions constitute 
relevant information for the facilitator with regard to the 
problem. The cognitive map is a hierarchy of concepts related 
by connections between the means and ends which represent 
the decision makers’ value system in the form of strategic 
objectives located at the top of the hierarchy.

The process of knowledge extraction is exhausting; for 
this reason, it should not exceed 90 minutes per meeting. 
The mapping process consists of four steps as described next 
(adapted from Eden and Ackermann 1998; Ensslin et al. 1998; 
Montibeller Neto 1996; Montibeller Neto and Belton 2009):

•	 Step 1: definition of a label for the problem. Meetings 
between facilitator and decision makers should occur 
to define a label for the problem based on material 
issues raised by decision makers

•	 Step 2: definition of the primary elements of evaluation. 
The Primary Elements Assessment (PEA) represents 
the objectives, goals, values  , actions, alternatives, as 
well as decision makers’ worries, and are defined from 
interviews between facilitator and decision makers

•	 Step 3: construction of the concepts from the PEAs. The 
concepts are transformed into actions and organized by 
similarities and hierarchical constructs by subordinates 
and superiors

The structure is represented by individual constructs 
hierarchically organized. To guarantee the correctness of the 
facilitator’s perception about the respondents’ information, it 
should be used the psychological opposite pole, explicitly or 
not, to construct the maps. In general, the facilitator adopts the 
decision makers’ description obtained from the first perception 
that comes to mind, whether positive or not. Some guidelines 
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can provide orientation throughout the process of constructing 
concepts, constituting a good strategy (Eden and Ackermann 1998):

•	 Each concept must be clear, concise, action-oriented, 
and expressed by a sentence

•	 Decision makers’ words and expressions should be 
preserved in the stakeholder’s language

•	 The values, options, means, and ends should be identified
•	 The decision makers should be stopped whenever 

the facilitator cannot log their perceptions, but the 
reasoning line should be preserved

•	 The concepts that represent strategic objectives and/
or the most important goals for the decision makers, 
which may represent strategic actions, must be identified 
on the top of the map

•	 The concepts and their relations with another concept, 
as well as others expressed by emotionally decision 
makers, should be explained and justified

•	 These words should be avoided: how, can, must, and shall
•	 The validation of the map should be done as soon as 

possible
•	 Step 4: The concepts hierarchy and analysis of the map
The structure of cognitive maps is composed of concept 

purposes, identified by the question “Why this concept is 
important?”, and concepts identified by means of the question: 
“What are the reasons that explain this concept? How can it be 
achieved?”. The process continues until decision makers answer 
that the concept is important because it is essential, revealing that 
the highest hierarchical level of the map was achieved.

The concept related through links of causality, peer-to-
peer, is represented by arrows. A situation may arise where an 
objective order can be explained by more than one intermediate, 
conflicting goal. In this case, Ensslin recommends the use of 
multi-criteria analysis.

Clusters Identification 
The cluster is a graph composed of a set of interconnected nodes. 

Its identification provides a macro view of the map and reduces the 
complexity. The strongest links are highlighted and provide a view 
of grouping of concepts in specific areas of interest, allowing an 
analysis of each cluster, alone. The detection of Fundamental Points 
of View (FPV) is performed by observing the map topography. It is 
noted the set of lines in the graph. These lines form the axes of the 
problem evaluation. The branches analysis of the graph structure 
searches for paths that lead to the end-concept of the problem. 
These paths, called argument lines, are composed of concepts 

that are influenced and are in a hierarchical position superior to 
a mean-concept. The map branches are composed of argument 
lines representing content similarity in relation to the decision 
environment (Ensslin et al. 1998, 2001).  

Identification of Fundamental Points of View
The FPV are the basis for actions that culminate in decision 

making, as the choices between alternative options. They bring the 
most important figures in the environment, for decision makers, 
anticipating the consequences of the actions. The definition of FPV, 
taken from the environment map, determines for each branch:

•	 The concepts location related to strategic thinking of 
decision makers

•	 The concepts location that reveals potential actions
•	 The location of the concepts that reveal ideas related 

to the FPV candidate
As one increases the degree of control over the view of decision 

makers, it is important to take into account actions that influence such 
FPV in that branch. The controllability and completeness concepts 
must be verified in the analysis of the ends-means objectives. 

Construction of the Congregated Map 
 When the context requires more than one decision maker, 

it is necessary to build the collective cognitive map. Although 
the decision making power is shared, the interests may conflict 
due to representation of different areas as well as differences in 
profiles (Ensslin et al. 1998).

The collective cognitive map is called “aggregated cognitive 
map” and can be: 

•	 Initiated directly with the group
•	 Started from individual cognitive maps
If the survey is incomplete, a quality loss will occur and 

will affect the analysis later.
The aggregated map can be drawn by observing the following 

steps:
•	 Aggregation of individual maps: through the union of 

similar concepts, it should be unified by the concepts 
with the widest sense (Eden and Ackermann 1998)

•	 Connection between concepts: connecting the concepts 
through influence links

The aggregated cognitive map is achieved through negotiation 
between the facilitator and stakeholders. Once the aggregated map 
is drawn, with the evidence of contribution of each individual 
decision maker, this should be submitted to the group which will 
negotiate the inclusion or exclusion of concepts as well as their 
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respective influence links for the “new” setting until obtaining a 
representative map of the values   of decision makers, which generates 
a collective cognitive structure called congregated cognitive map. 
The analysis of these elements can lead to the establishment of 
actions that converge to the solution of problems by improving 
the performance of product, processes, and systems development.  

case study

Minimizing problems must be an intense interaction among 
stakeholders in defining requirements, which is the basis for 
implementation of the entire system’s life cycle. The biggest 
challenge is the elicitation of knowledge in order to fully understand 
the stakeholder’s needs, translating them in the requirements 
form. Requirements that do not correspond to the actual customer’s 
needs, those incomplete, and changes in the already defined 
requirements are issues that provide reworks, dissatisfactions, and 
burden projects. In general, the requirements change during the 
system’s development, and, for this reason, it is necessary to set 
the standards very well, dominating, conceptually, the problem 
to be analyzed and solved (Dias et al. 2006).

Theories and recommendations described in the literature 
published by Ensslin and Montibeller, as well as individual 
approach, with the construction of the cognitive map by 
interviewing each decision maker, were used.

The research hypothesis was: the cognitive maps lend 
themselves to improve the process of gathering requirements, 
identifying impactful problems and allowing the problems 
structuring detected in the process of ER.

tool used to produce the mAps
The IHMC CmapTools software, a graphic organizer as well 

as a tool support to create, edit, share, browse, and comment 
on concept mapping, was used. It is software for authoring 
concept maps developed by the Institute for Human Machine 
Cognition, University of West Florida (Marinho 2008).

construction of the model
For this case study, two customers with demonstrated 

expertise in rockets and aircraft development were chosen. 
One of the customers, with experience as a contractor, was 
interviewed also in supplier condition. The other vendor acts on 
the development of aeronautic computation. External influences 
were represented by the professional market and competition 

with another company in the industry. Four cognitive maps 
were constructed. The profiles of the two clients and the two 
suppliers are described next.

Client 1 – rocket: professional development area in products 
and systems engineering in the space. Systems 
development engineer for nine years, university professor 
of the discipline of Engineering and Management 
Requirements, and avionics engineer for two years. 
Master in Mechanical Engineering — production work 
in requirements specification. 

Client 2 – aircraft: Professional Products and Systems 
Engineering Development area in the aeronautics field. 
Experience in specification requirements in order to 
pay for the development.

Supplier 1 – aircraft: professional development products and 
systems engineering in the aeronautic field. Significant 
experience in product development from customer’s 
requirements.

Supplier 2 – aeronautical computers: professional development 
products and systems engineering in aerospace. PhD in 
Space Technology, Space Mechanics and Control, active in 
company focused on development of space systems for eight 
years, acting as a leader of avionics software development 
team and as engineer avionics systems. Expert in product 
development from customer’s requirements.

Context Decision 
It is the phase of the survey requirements in the aerospace 

environment of São José dos Campos. The aerospace defense 
sector operates in the design, manufacturing, marketing and 
maintenance of aircraft, as well as spacecraft and defense rockets, 
characterized as an activity related to the economic sector of 
the aviation industry and space, connected to the activities of 
military equipment supply that cause high economic impact 
for the region in which it operates.

Structuring the Model
The individual meetings with the clients and the suppliers were 

performed. Each decision maker shared his experience about the 
problems that usually occur in the requirements elicitation process. 
The advantage of the individual interviews was that each decision 
maker was not influenced by the ideas of the others. Decision 
makers talked about their values, experiences and, although 
their vision on relevant aspects of ER was differentiated, all of 
them agreed in one main goal which is to develop the product 
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table 1. List of Primary Evaluation Elements.

decision maker primary evaluation elements

Client 1:  
rocket

Different processes of requirements elicitation can be a problem if not properly managed
Issues of communication
Changes — management/impact of changes
Requirements Management System

Client 2: 
aircraft

Not always the company captures the client’s wish
The process dynamics — the customer wants something today and tomorrow (changes in the application)
Cultural factor
Requirements with errors

Supplier 1: aircraft
Poor quality requirements
Non-specified requirements
Errors in communication

Supplier 2: 
aeronautical 
computers

Training
Improvement of the processes of requirements elicitation and integration with other business processes
Choosing the right tool for the management and requirements management
Basis of stable requirements

to meet the stakeholders’ needs. Even with this same goal, the 
map was enriched due to the different concepts, as critical issues 
were addressed in ER, which is observed in the heterogeneity 
of the clusters. The result was to obtain a more comprehensive 
problem view in the area. This can be seen when one looks at the 
amount of concepts that were united with other similar, and, of a 
total of 81 concepts, only three were gathered (marked with gray 
boxes in the assembled map), in addition to the main objectives 
to produce a system and meet the stakeholder’s needs. The great 
majority of related concepts are influenced by links. To make 
the clusters, we chose to include the ultimate goal in each one, 
aiming to carry out the analysis as a single map

Step 1: define a problem label. 
In the first meeting, it was asked to decision makers to inform 

a label aiming at defining the main objectives. It is important to 
note that one of the suppliers provided information through a 
text, since he did not have time to attend all meetings.

The following labels were chosen by the customers: 
•	 Manage the requirements deployment from the 

beginning of the problem
•	 Satisfy customer’s needs
Regarding the developers, the chosen label was:
•	 Ensure quality requirements
Step 2: definition of the primary elements of evaluation.
At the end of the first meeting, it was requested to every 

decision maker to reflect on aspects they considered important 
when faced with problems in ER, allowing the preparation of 
the list of Primary Evaluation Elements (PEE), shown in Table 1.

Step 3: construction of the concepts from the PEE.

At the first meeting, initial concepts were developed for 
each PEE action in each trial, indicating important aspects for 
consideration in the decision context. 

Step 4: hierarchy of concepts and analysis of the maps.
Facilitators conducted the first version of the individual 

maps based on the information gathered at the meeting. 
Four maps were constructed, two for customers and two for 
suppliers. Decision makers were asked about the importance 
and how to achieve the actions expressed by the informed 
concepts, revealing the sequences of means-ends actions and 
the relations of influence, formalizing the topography maps. 
If two or more concepts are positioned at the same horizontal 
line, it does not mean it will be the same hierarchical level. 
From the initial concepts were developed concepts “means” and 
“ends”, resulting in a total of 87 concepts, as shown in Table 2.

The maps were sent to each decision maker to confirm the 
orientation of the actions which agree with their views. For the second 
time, the maps were sent to the decision makers, but now they were 
sent for elimination of redundant concepts and identification of the 
resulting cluster. The analysis resuted in 79 concepts and eight clusters.

table 2. Concepts drawn from the initial ones.

decision maker
number of 

elaborated concepts

Client 1: rocket 23 

Client 2: aircraft 21 

Supplier 1: aircraft 18 

Supplier 2: aeronautical computers 25 

Total 87
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Collective Cognitive Maps or Aggregated Maps
The individual maps were validated, and their concepts 

were aggregated in clusters to represent what the group deemed 
important to observe in the analysis of the difficulties faced in 
the ER. The individual maps were unified to form the aggregated 
group maps, which were sent to the decision makers, resulting 
in the congregated map (Montibeller Neto 1996). 

The decision makers were free to make changes in the 
concepts and in their influence relationships. The facilitators 
analyzed the changes inserted and the alterations made, sending 
the new aggregated map for the final validation group.

a) Analysis of the maps — identification of clusters
The validated aggregated map was analyzed to identify 

strategic areas of the decision makers’ interest, forming the 
congregated map. The concepts were grouped by similarity.  
Table 3 shows cases of concepts belonging to more than one 
cluster and helped in the identification process of existing 
common clusters in each map. The result of this analysis is 
presented by the cognitive map shown in Fig. 2.

congregates similar concerns in the context. Table 5 shows the 
branches identified in the analysis in the congregated cognitive 
map, and shown in the Fig. 2 as lines of argumentations.

d) Tree of Fundamental Points of View
For identification and analysis of the FPV, we used Ensslin’s 

theory based on the type of cognitive map: “causal map or 
influence”. As mentioned earlier, the cognitive map is a hierarchy 
of concepts related by links of influence between means and ends 
(Montibeller Neto 1996). The clusters are essential and desirable 
aspects to be taken into account during the assessment of actions 
for prioritization of the problem. Thus the candidates for the 
FPV of the model were identified from the congregated map 
and have been validated through the identification of “clusters”. 
The candidates for FPV of the model were identified from the 
congregated map and validated, already with the identification 
of “clusters” (Montibeller Neto 1996; Ensslin et al. 1998). 

The transition of the maps for the development of the Tree 
of FPV was held without the presence of decision makers, as 
described by the Ensslin’s method. The branches of the map 
were searched in order to identify points of view towards means-
ends, observing the importance degree of the view expressed 
by the decision maker in the business analysis, and towards 
ends-means, the degree of controllability of the concepts that 
make up the branches. Thus, the elements have been identified 
for the composition of the tree of points of view presented in 
Fig. 3 (Ensslin et al. 2001).

To determine the FPV, the facilitator should carry out an 
analysis of the aggregate map, from bottom up to the top of the 
tree structure, in order to check that the level of this structure, 
the area of concern has the following properties  (Ensslin 
et al. 2010): Essential; Controllable; Complete; Measurable; 
Operational; Isolable; Non-redundant; Concise; Comprehensible.

When all these properties are attended, a fundamental 
point of view set is reached. All the points of view that are 
non-fundamental, but decompose one fundamental point of 
view, permitting a better evaluation of the potential action 
performance in the FPV, are denominated Elementary Points 
of View (EPV) (Ensslin et al. 2001).

Figure 3 shows the tree of FPV. Finally, the congregated map 
and the candidates for FPV were sent to the decision makers for 
joint analysis with the facilitators on the strategic actions that 
could reduce difficulties in requirements elicitation process. 
It was observed the achievement of the properties of FPV:

•	 Understandability: designed to be understood by all 
the individuals involved

table 3. Common clusters on maps.

cluster
client 

1
client 

2
supplier 

1
supplier 

2

Needs X X

Changes X X

Quality X

Communication X

Knowledge X

Process X

Tools X X

Management X

b) Argumentation lines on the congregated map
The lines were identified through the composition of concepts 

respecting the organization of the map concerning the influences 
and hierarchies, taking, as starting point, the terminal concepts, 
called “tails”, and directing them to the ones that represent the 
main objectives, called “heads”. Table 4 shows the argumentation 
lines detected in the topology of the congregated map. These 
argumentation lines are shown also, by the branches denominated 
B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8, B9, B10, B11 and B12 in the Fig 2. 

c) Branches on the congregated cognitive map
Based on the argumentation lines, we seek to detect the 

branches of the map, i.e. the set of argumentation lines that 
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cluster Argumentation lines sequence of concepts

Management

A1 C74 - C72 - C71 - C70 - C69 - C37- C36
A2 C73 - C71 - C70 - C69 - C37- C36
A3 C79 - C78 - C77 - C75 - C70 - C69 - C37 - C36
A4 C79 - C78 - C77 - C75 – C68 - C37 - C36
A5 C79 - C78 - C77 - C76 - C37 - C36

Knowledge

A6 C62 - C61 - [C57] - C75 - C68 - C37 - C36
A7 C62 - C61 - [C57] - C75 - C70 - C69 - C37 - C36
A8 C62 - C61- C58 - C56 - C37 - C36
A9 C62 - C61 - C58 - C55 - C37 - C36

A10 C62 - C61- C60 - C59 - C54 - C37 - C36

Tools

A11 C52 - C50 - C48 - C37 - C36
A12 C52 - C50 - C49 - C37 - C36
A13 C52 - C51 - C49 - C37 - C36
A14 C52 - [C53] - C67 - C66 - C65 - C63 - C37 - C36
A15 C52 - [C53] - C67 - C65 - C63 - C37 - C36
A16 C52 - [C53] - C67 - C64 - C65 - C63 - C37 - C36

Process
A17 C67 - C66 - C65 - C63 - C37 - C36
A18 C67 - C65 - C63 - C37 - C36
A19 C67 - C64 - C65 - C63 - C37 - C36

Needs

A20 C29 - C26 - C24 - C23 - C33 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C37 - C36
A21 C29 - C26 - C25 - C23 - C33 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C37 - C36
A22 C31 - C26 - C24 - C23 - C33 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C37 - C36
A23 C31 - C26 - C25 - C23 - C33 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C37 - C36 
A24 C30 - C26 - C24 - C23 - C33 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C37 - C36
A25 C30 - C26 - C25 - C23 - C33 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C37 - C36
A26 C28 – C26 - C24 - C23 - C33 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C37 - C36
A27 C28 - C26 - C25 - C23 - C33 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C37 - C36
A28 C27 - C26 - C24 - C23 - C33 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C37 - C36
A29 C27 - C26 - C25 - C23 - C33 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C37- C36
A30 C32 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C37 - C36
A31 C35 - C34 - C33 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C38 - C37 - C36
A32 C22 - C21 - C20 - C19 - C18 - C38 - C37- C36

Quality

A33 C16 - C14 - C13 - C1 - C37 - C36
A34 C15 - C14 - C13 - C1 - C37 - C36
A35 C17 - C14 - C13 - C1 - C37 - C36
A36 C12 - C14 - C13 - C1 - C37 - C36
A37 C8 - C7 - C1 - C37 - C36
A38 C11 - C7 - C1 - C37 - C36
A39 C9 - C7 - C1 - C37 - C36
A40 C10 - C7 - C1- C37 - C36

Communication

A41 C5 - [C43] - C1 - C37 - C36
A42 C6 - [C43] - C1 - C37 - C36
A43 C3 - [C43] - C1 - C37 - C36
A44 C4 - [C43] - C1 - C37 - C36
A45 C2 - [C43] - C1 - C37 - C36

Changes

A46 C47 - C44 - C42 - C40 - C39 - C38 - C37 - C36
A47 C45 - C42 - C40 - C39- C38 - C37 - C36
A48 C46 - C42 - C40 - C39- C38 - C37 - C36
A49 C41 - C39 - C38 - C37 - C36

table 4. Argumentation lines.

[Cx]: Connection to another cluster.
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Figure 2. Congregated cognitive map with the clusters definition.

1. Ensure the quality of the requirements
2. Integrate various models of requirements between 
participating developers
3. Have efficient communication
4. Inform the revisions of the requirements
5. Have complete information
6. Have the correct information
7. Develop tools to measure the quality of the requirements
8. Measure characteristics of the requirements
9. Measure the quality requirement at the time of the capture
10. Create requirements mectrics
11. Transform qualitative into quantitative information
12. Write the requirements correctly
13. Minimize disability and erros in requirement
14. Collect the requirements correctl
15. Write requirements without specific solution
16. Not write contraditory requirements
17. Requirements without writing characteristics of 
the system
18. Identifythe impact of the system on the stakeholders
19. Identify the goals of the stakeholders
20. Analyze stakeholders’ needs
21. Capture stakeholders’ needs
22. Use tools requirement
23. Minimize subjectivity of the needs
24. Translate the concepts of the custome
25. Help the client to indentify the needs
26. Attend customer’ needs
27. Validate requirements with developer
28. Attend workshops
29. Submit product designs to the customer
30. Provide solution options to the client
31. Show models for the customer
32. Use modeling tools
33. Understand correctly the concepts of the custome

34. Minimize the subjectivity of concepts
35. Consider the cultural factor
36. Meeting the needs of stakeholders
37. Develop product according to the requirement
38. Avoid rework
39. Have stable base requirement
40. Minimize the dynamics of the customer‚Äôs needs 
after capture
41. Manage changes
42. Decrease the creation of new requirements during 
development
43. Ensure good communication
44. Give opportunity to express their needs
45. Avoid comparing with already existing product
46. Have agility in the development process to reduce 
the technological gap
47. Create ways to estabilish dialogue with the developer
48. Make the products to work together
49. Develop product management in the same enviro-
ment with the same management requirements
50. Meet in one program the need for requirements 
and heterogeneous products
51. Choose a toold that is integrated with other 
enterprise tools
52. Choose appropriate tool for the management and 
administration of requirements
53. Assist in the implementation of Engineering 
Requirements processes
54. Help the next steps of the project
55. Not harm the next stages of development with 
the restriction of freedom for “design”, or with the 
generation of unfeasible total of test cases, to verify 
requirements
56. Not harm the next stages of development with 
poorly requirements detailed

57. Deal with ill-defined requirement that must be met 
but for contractual reason
58. Know how much it is worth detailing the requirement
59. Assist in the project documentation and reuse it in 
future projects
60. Set effective structure to organize the requirements
61. Have people trained in Engineering Requirements
62. Invest time and money in Engineering 
Requirements trainin
63. Lead the day-today Engineering Requirements 
professionals
64. Have processes of all well-defined Engineering 
Requirements
65. Have mature processes of Engineering Requirements
66. Reduce changes in the Engineering Requirements processes
67. Improve the processes of Engineering Requirements 
and integration with other business processes
68. Avoid generating additional charge for lack of 
information requirements
69. Maintain the project schedule
70. Avoid confrontations between requirements
71. Search and verify the impact of requirements
72. Know how to use modeling tools and Requirements 
Engineering
73. Have Requirements Engineering tools and mode-
ling requirements
74. Have knowledge of modelling and Requirements 
Engineering tool
75. Take the decision of cutting or not a requirement
76. Prevent the lack of traceability/ prevent the develop-
ment of the system
77. Identify the source of requirements
78. Manage requirements migration from the larger 
system to the subsystems
79. Manage requirements
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cluster branches
Argument lines that make 

up the branch

Management
B1 A1, A2, A3

B2 A4, A5

Knowledge B3 A6, A7, A8, A9, A10

Tools B4 A11,A12, A13, A14, A15, A16

Process B5 A17, A18, A19

Needs

B6 A20, A21, A22, A23, A24, 
A25, A26, A27

B7 A28, A29, A30, A31

B8 A32

Quality
B9 A33, A34, A35, A36, A37

B10 A38, A39, A40

Communication B11 A41, A42, A43, A44, A45

Changes B12 A46, A47, A48, A49

table 5. Branches on the congregated cognitive map.

Satisfying stakeholder’s needs

Management

Management 
requirements

Choose 
appropriate tool

Invest in 
training

Cut or not requirements

Select tool to assist in 
the implementation 

of Engineering 
Requirements 

procedures

Select tool that 
is integrated into 

the Company 
enviroment

Keep the schedule

Avoid generating additional cost

Knowledge Tools Process

Have  
well-defined 
Engineering 

Requirements 
processes

Reduce changes 
in Engineering 

Requirements processes

Enhance the 
Engineering 

Requirements 
processes

Needs

Capture stakeholder’s 
needs

Meet customer’s 
needs

Give options 
for customers 

solutions

Minimize 
subjectivity of 

concepts

Quality

Ensure the 
quality of 

requirements

Ensure 
monitoring 
changes in 

customer’s needs

Ensure good 
communication

Collect 
requirements 

correctly

Minimize the 
dynamic needs 

following 
requirements 

capture

Inform 
requirements 

revisions

Measure 
characteristics 

of the 
requirements

Have agility in 
development

Changes Communication

Figure 3. Tree of Fundamental Points of View.

•	 Consensually: represents the consensus of the decision 
makers group

•	 Acceptability: acceptance by all who participated in 
the decision making process

•	 Completeness: there are no actions punctuated by 
decision makers alike

•	 Cohesiveness: compatibility between the roles of each 
FPV in the preferences of decision makers around 
the objectives

•	 Non-redundancy: the FPV lend themselves to evaluation 
of different aspects.

conclusIons

The present study resulted in four individual cognitive 
maps and a congregated map that allowed identifying the 
difficulties in requirements elicitation process for building 
complex systems, in this case, directed to the development 
of aerospace products in São José dos Campos. The maps 
revealed eight areas of interest (clusters) which concentrated 
most of the difficulties detected. Table 6 shows the strategic 
actions, revealed by the map, to analyze impacting actions. 

The goals of this study were achieved, creating opportunity 
to establish actions that minimize the detected problems and 
sources of conflict between suppliers and customers of complex 
and specific aeronautical systems. The cognitive map has proved 
to be an efficient tool for capturing individuals’ subjective 
perceptions as regard the profile of each substrate involved, 
as well as their experiences, values formation, and decision 
making in the studied area.

The validation activity was considered the most important, 
and communication problems were seen as the main source of 
conflict and difficulties throughout the development process, 
sometimes causing significant changes that culminate in the 
specification of a new product. 

This study revealed that the main difficulties faced in 
aerospace products development during the process of 
requirements elicitations have been the lack of knowledge 
of the entire life cycle of the system by developers, the lack 
of clarity in requests from clients, and poor communication 
hindering customer-developer interaction. 
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impact areas strategic actions

Management

Decision to exclude or not 
requirements
Keeping the schedule
Avoiding additional cost

Knowledge Investing in training

Tools

Choosing a tool to assist in the 
implementation of procedures for 
requirements elicitation
Choosing a tool that is integrated 
with other enterprise tools

Process

Decreasing process changes in 
Requirements Engineering
Enhancing the process of 
Requirements Engineering

Needs Giving solution options to the client
Minimizing the subjectivity of concepts

Quality Measuring the characteristics of the 
requirements

Changes Having agility in development

Communication Informing revisions of the requirements

table 6. Impact areas and strategic actions for each one.

The main results include the following aspects:
•	 Commitment schedule and customer service 

requirements.
For the respondents, problems that have, as generating 

factor, lack of knowledge of developers about the entire 
development cycle, lack of clarity in customer’s requests 
and, especially, poor communication hindering developer-
customer interaction were listed.

The technique allowed the participation of several decision 
makers, promoting collective learning by induction to reflection, 
and by the recursive nature dominant in the whole process. It 
was established a rich setting for rational and reliable decisions, 
relevant to the development of complex systems in a competitive, 
heterogeneous environment, in the presence of conflicting 
interests, with the different views of the decision-making process 
and of the impacts caused by poorly-defined ER.

The case study consisted on structuring the environment to 
identify issues that impact the development process of complex 
systems. The built cognitive map shows all the concepts and 
connections, in agreement with the feelings and views of 
decision makers. This information was used to build the tree 
of FPV, allowing the identification of problems. The facilitators, 

considering the aspects and the environment in which the 
cognitive process occurred, concluded that freedom of expression 
and informality helped to speed up the work and that decision 
makers proved differentiated visions, values and methods of 
operation, requiring the redirection of the focus of reasoning 
about the observed issues. 

It is noted that, due to the large volume of concepts 
generated, the amount of respondents must not exceed 
a group of eight professionals, in order to not hinder the 
process of concepts aggregation, since the congregated map 
is the result of consensus among the participants. Thus, a 
very high number of participants may impair the validation 
process, including the difficulty of bringing together all 
stakeholders in one place. This research was developed with 
only four decision makers due to the fact that only these 
professionals agreed to participate, although many others 
have been invited.

The results presented correspond to an initial step to structure 
the detected problems, proving the efficiency of cognitive 
maps to identify those perceived during the capturing of the 
requirements to develop complex products.

As continuity, we recommend that such research is carried 
out with other groups of participants, so that a comparison of 
the results can be made in order to generalize the points 
of bottlenecks in the process of requirements elicitation, not 
only for complex products, but also for ER as a whole.

It is recommended, from the elaborated maps, the structuring 
of each detected problem and the use of multicriteria decision 
tool for choosing the most suitable alternatives for improvements 
in the process of gathering requirements and in the relationship 
between customer and supplier, generating a basis for making 
decisions throughout the development cycle of complex systems.

A multicriteria methodology to support constructivist 
decision MCDA-C is a good tool that can be used to structure 
the decision making environment in order to create models 
to support decisions in complex environments (Ensslin et al. 
2010; Machado et al. 2012).

The use of cognitive map allowed achieving the proposed 
objective and proved to be an effective strategic tool to explain 
the structure of a problem and identify the points of view and the 
critical requirements in the survey process with the aerospace 
industry stakeholders.

The cognitive map was used to allow, through mental, 
individual and collective concepts, obtained from written 
statements and interviews, the identification and structure 
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of the existing problems in the elicitation of requirements 
for development of aerospace products. The results 
obtained can be taken as a basis for possible corrective 
actions. 

This research is relevant for presenting a contribution 
to ER, showing the efficiency of cognitive maps to identify 
the critical points of the requirements elicitation during 
the product development process, since, in general, a 
wel l -des igned requirement  reduces  development 

cost, avoiding rework and ensuring the satisfaction of 
stakeholders.
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